ANAConDA - ANA-40

40 watts
Waterproof, Dust proof

WATERPROOF, DUST PROOF

- IP65 rated
- Dust proof and waterproof
- Uses two 5" x 22" waterproof glueboards
- Includes two shatterproof 20 watt U.V. Insect Lamps
- 24-hour, non-chemical trapping
- 5 year limited warranty

The ANAConDA is Gardner’s newest innovation in waterproof insect light traps. Featuring two 20 watt safety coated T8 U.V. Insect Lamps and two 5" x 22" waterproof glueboards, the Anaconda is perfect for food plants, pharmaceutical manufacturing and other commercial industries. With an IP65 rating, the Anaconda can withstand high dust environments and water sprayed directly at it.

The Anaconda can be mounted both horizontally and vertically making it an easy fit in many locations. Glueboard replacement is easy as well. With glueboard guides on either side, the glueboards slide easily in and out of the Anaconda, making for a faster service.

PRODUCT  PART NUMBER

ANAConDA  ANA-40

Dimensions: 7.5”w x 7.5”d x 25”h
Color/Material: Aluminum (extruded)
UV Light Output: 40 watts

BULBS  PART NUMBER

20 watt 24” T8 Safety Coated  EL-07T820S

GLUEBOARD  PART NUMBER

5” x 22” White - 10/pk  EL-58P